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THE GROUNDWORK MODEL

Fig. 1: The Foundations of Powerful Collaboration

THE NEED FOR POWERFUL COLLABORATION
If we want to address the social, economic and
environmental crises that are part of our reality
today, we are long past the time for just thinking or
talking about collaboration. We no longer have time
to wait for others to make the first move. It is time to
practice leadership and to invite each other together
around what matters to us. The future of life as we
know it will be determined by humanity’s collective
ability to collaborate.
Effective collaboration can be broadly measured
according to whether or not you achieve that which
you set out to achieve. For one reason or another,
effective collaboration tends to be the exception,
not the norm. When it comes to collaborating
around really complex challenges, the problem is
not a lack of technical expertise. Most of us simply
don’t have the organisational skills and capacities,
the so-called “soft skills” required to co-create
successful, long-term solutions.

Fortunately, these capacities can be learned and
developed through practice. Effective collaboration
doesn’t need to be difficult or painful. Indeed, it
is entirely possible to co-create a collaborative
process which not only fulfills the purpose, but
which also becomes a generative and life-affirming
experience where everyone involved benefits from
the collaborative process itself.
We call it Powerful Collaboration, and our goal
is to create a culture where collaborating in this
way is the norm.

GROUNDWORK AND THE NATURE OF ORGANISING
We work from the assumption that human
organisations are living systems, not mechanistic
systems, even though we sometimes treat
them as if they were. The people that make up
our organisations are not only capable of selforganising, taking leadership and collaborating to
create extraordinary results, but in the process, they
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are capable of growing to become the best and
strongest possible version of themselves. These
ideas are not new, but we are beginning to see
them in a variety of new forms, e.g. Holacracy,
Open Space Technology, Teal Organisations and
other so-called self-management systems.
Biologists exploring how living systems evolve
have identified a number of preconditions that
influence whether self-organisation can emerge
within a system. These conditions can be consciously
cultivated and influenced. We call this work
Groundwork. Through practising Groundwork, we
can consciously create favourable conditions for
self-organisation, and other capacities we see as
essential for collaborating powerfully, nurturing life,
generating movement and innovating solutions in
complex, adaptive systems like ours.

THE 6 FOUNDATIONS OF POWERFUL
COLLABORATION
The Groundwork model (Fig. 1) describes the
foundations of powerful collaboration. In order of
natural progression they are:

WHERE AND HOW TO USE THE GROUNDWORK
MODEL
The model can be applied to any process where
organisation is required; whether you’re building
a team, organising a meeting or event, preparing
the field for an important strategic conversation or
engaged in the day to day running of a successful
business. The model can be used in any of 3 ways:
1. As a generic map, offering a high level
overview of the elements at play in any
collaborative endeavour.
2. As a planning canvas for startups and projects.
3. As an organisational development framework
for reviewing progress and supporting
transformation in established teams or
organisations.

THE DIRECTIONAL AND RELATIONAL PLANES
The six foundations rest on two seemingly opposing
planes; the Relational Plane and the Directional
Plane (see Fig. 2).

1. Need and Purpose Foundation
2. Cultural Foundation
3. Strategic Foundation
4. Structural Foundation
5. Practical Foundation
6. Economic Foundation
Each foundation is important. If one is weak or
missing, the capacity for collaboration is severely
limited.
Naming this practice Groundwork connects it
with the idea of organisations as living systems.
It also draws inspiration from a quote by Otto
Scharmer, who observes “the quality of the field
determines the quality of the yield.” When we work
with organisations, Groundwork is the ongoing
practice of cultivating the conditions (or creating the
necessary foundations) which give rise to powerful
collaboration. The fruits of that collaboration are a
direct result of the organisational conditions that the
collaborators themselves created.

Fig. 2: The Directional and Relational Planes

At the risk of being overly simplistic, these planes
demonstrate that organisational activities fall
into two broad categories; those that create
direction and movement, and those that promote
relationships and growth. These can be seen as the
masculine and feminine energetic qualities that we
all possess to a greater or lesser extent, but it is
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important that they not be confused with gender
roles. The point is that relational and directional
energetic qualities are needed in balance. With this
consciousness we can invite space for both these
qualities, and the people that hold them within the
collaboration, to ensure that activities are carried in
a balanced way.

GROUNDWORK AND THE ART OF ORGANISING
While the Arts of Hosting, Harvesting and
Organising are all key to practising good
Groundwork, Groundwork practice is in turn integral
to each of them. So don’t be surprised if you see
some overlaps.
Given the close links between Groundwork and
the Art of Organising, it can be easy confuse the
two. Groundwork is about much more than getting
really good at organising. It invites a focus on that
which is less visible or that happens underground,
below the surface. This includes the ongoing work
of developing the self, the interior condition of
each individual. It relates to leadership, to quality of
relationships and cultures, to hosting and tending
to the social field. It also relates to the existence
(or not) of a shared vision; of holding diverse
perspectives together, of continuously aligning
individual and collective needs, long-term purpose
and strategy.
By contrast, the Art of Organising is more
practical, more tangible. It includes the operations,
logistics, structures, systems and processes etc.
that enable actions to be carried out which move
the organisation closer to its goal. Together, the
practical and organisational structures provide
the basic foundations for collaboration. Just as
the practices of hosting and harvesting that are

“THOSE WHO LOVE PEACE MUST LEARN
TO ORGANISE AS EFFECTIVELY
AS THOSE WHO LOVE WAR”
— Martin Luther King Jr.

supported and strengthened by good organising,
the practice of organising is underpinned by good
Groundwork.
By referring to Groundwork and the Art of
Organising, we hope to bring consciousness to the
importance of organising, while offering a shared
language for how Groundwork and the arts of
organising, hosting and harvesting fit together. The
Groundwork model offers a map which shows the
multi-layered depth of this practice.

THE PURPOSE OF THIS SUMMARY GUIDE
The purpose of this Summary Guide is to identify
the different elements of this practice through the
Groundwork model, focusing on the foundations of
powerful collaboration. Refer to the full Groundwork
Practice Guide for a description of some of the
principles, practices, concrete exercises, and tools
and resources that can strengthen each foundation.
These elements grow from an underlying mindset
and together they are the building blocks from
which powerful collaboration is built.
We are happy if these Groundwork guides can serve
you and strengthen your collaborative endeavours,
whatever form they may take. We believe that
regardless of the purpose, content, scale or people
involved, anytime humans organise or collaborate,
the foundations for success are the same. Let’s take
a look at them now…
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NEED & PURPOSE
“Collective clarity of purpose is the invisible leader” — Mary Parker Follett

NEED
Context is all important. All organising has at its core
an impulse to respond to a need. The need is the
compelling and present reason for doing anything.
Identifying the need helps to manifest purpose
and anchor an invitation to collaborate. Sensing
the need is the first step to designing any meeting,
organisational structure or change initiative that is
relevant. Needs can be identified in a number of
ways through research, dialogue, large meetings or
individual sensing interviews.

PURPOSE

FOCUS
The Bigger Picture, Wider Context, Systems
Perspective

CORE QUESTIONS
•

What is the need that wants to be addressed?

•

What is the purpose (the future possibility) that
we are working towards?

Dee Hock defines purpose as the highest collective
aspiration of any group, “if we could achieve that,
my life, our lives and the lives of those we serve
will be better”. The purpose is “what ought to
be.” According to Hock, this is the hard part of any
chaordic alliance: getting the purpose right, making
it consistent with real need, with the laws of the
planet, with the mysteries of life. Purpose is derived
from morality, from vision, from collective wisdom;
not from individual ambition or greed. That, says
Hock, is where the whole industrial system, including
both corporations and governments, has gotten so
far off track.
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CULTURAL FOUNDATION
“Just as every good farmer focuses all his attention on sustaining and enhancing the
quality of the soil, every good organisational leader focuses all her attention on
sustaining and enhancing the quality of the social field that she is responsible for.”
									
— Otto Scharmer
organisation emerge more readily. It stands to
reason that the Cultural foundation is the primary
foundation of any successful collaboration.

RELATIONSHIPS
Most of us are probably familiar with the traditional
concept of “team-building” to foster team culture
and relationships. This focuses on the obvious
relationships between individuals within a team/
organisation, but tends to neglect “external”
relationships with people beyond the traditional
organisational boundaries. These relationships are
just as important for the health of the social system
within which the organisation operates.

RELATIONSHIP WITH SELF
FOCUS
The Social Field and the conditions within it. While
the boundaries of the field can be difficult to define,
they can be said to contain the team/organisation
and stakeholders with whom there is personal
contact. The field is sometimes called the sociocultural system

CORE QUESTION
Who are we and how are we working/being
together?

A strong cultural foundation is dependent on
its individual members maintaining healthy
relationships with themselves. Each of us, as
individuals, has work to do with ourselves in order
that we can contribute our best to the collaboration.
This work looks different for each of us but it can
involve deep inner work, dealing with unwanted
“baggage”, learning about oneself and how we
show up in relationship to others. By developing a
healthy relationship to oneself, we are more likely
to contribute to a culture of self-awareness in which
egos are less likely to get in the way of the work that
needs doing.

THE FIELD
If it is indeed true that “the quality of the field
determines the quality of the yield”, then the quality
of a collaboration depends on the quality (the
health, strength and diversity) of the relationships
and the cultural practices within it. Our focus must
shift to creating those conditions that invite strength
and diversity, and allow everyone within the team
to perform at their best. Once this happens then
the qualities of collective intelligence and self-

A LIVING ENTITY
With a strong cultural foundation, the team itself
becomes a living entity rather than being simply a
collection of individuals. Appropriately, the archaic
definition of the verb “to organise” means “to
arrange or form into a living being or tissue”.
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STRATEGIC FOUNDATION
“It is not the strongest that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the one most responsive to change.” — Charles Darwin
ON BEING STRATEGIC
The Strategic Foundation, when combined with
clarity of Need and Purpose, provides the focus
and direction for our shared work. Its function is
to make visible and engage the dynamic tension
between need, purpose and vision. Translating
and communicating this into an overall direction
creates clarity around which the individual, team and
organisation can align.
A strong Strategic Foundation enables us to work
in the unknown, and be clear when prioritising or
making decisions around what is important - both to
the organisation and for the work. Vision, Systems
Thinking, Creativity, Curiosity, Flexibility, and the
ability to work with emergence are qualities that
offer strength to this foundation.

FOCUS
Goals, desired outcomes, prioritisation and
harvest strategy.

CORE QUESTION
Where are we going and how will we get there?

“IT’S NOT WHAT THE VISION IS,
IT’S WHAT THE VISION DOES
THAT IS IMPORTANT.”
— Peter Senge
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STRUCTURAL FOUNDATION
“Self-organising is not a startling new feature of the world, it is the way the world
has created itself for billions of years.” — Meg Wheatley and Myron Kellner-Rogers
LIBERATING STRUCTURES
The Structural Foundation relates to necessary
functions and structures. Its importance lies in the
ability to provide strength and capacity to sustain
the collaboration and our ability to take action. This
is where we see the different parts of the system,
how they function and how they influence each
other. Consideration should extend beyond an
organisation’s conventional boundaries to include
stakeholders where applicable; for example,
customers, board members, family members,
neighbours, the physical environment, etc.
By acknowledging these larger system boundaries,
we very quickly see how complexity enters our work.
Structure is important on many levels for
the success of any team or organisation:

FOCUS
The structure of the team, organisation and
stakeholders (in as broad terms as possible).
Roles, relationships, skills and capacities.

•

Economic Structure

•

Legal Structure

•

Organisational Pattern/Structure
(team structures, roles, responsibilities)

•

Process structures (systems and processes,
including how meetings and time are hosted)

•

Physical and Energetic Space

CORE QUESTION
What structures are needed and how will we
organise ourselves within them?
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PRACTICAL FOUNDATION
“Ideas without action or inspiration without work are meaningless.
Both are needed together.” — Jos Schuylenburg
MAKING THINGS HAPPEN
The Practical Foundation is about implementation
and execution. This is where strategic decisions,
priorities and intentions are translated into action
to create movement and results. At the same
time, action is an integral part of maintaining and
strengthening the other foundations. Many factors
influence the type of actions needed at a given point
in time.
Wise actions manifest when the following
are in place:

FOCUS
Action, Implementation, Evaluation/Reflection and
Feeding Learning Forward

CORE QUESTION
What actions are required and how do we execute
them skilfully?

1.

When a team holds an awareness of the big
picture and the external context;

2.

When a team and its members are connected to
their individual and collective purpose;

3.

When a team is capable of communicating its
own strategic clarity; and

4.

Where structures, systems and internal capacity
exist to implement them.

Another important component of this foundation is
the practice of evaluating, reflecting and learning
from our actions. Indeed, this is one of the keys to
working strategically.
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ECONOMIC FOUNDATION
“A little thought and kindness are often worth more than a great deal of money”
— John Ruskin
economy to mean the careful management of all
available resources. The key to this foundation is
that the economy should be hosted consciously,
regardless of the nature of collaboration it serves.
We consider that monetary transactions are only
part of the economy. The Economic Foundation also
includes other resources, non-monetary transactions
and value exchanges including materials, time,
experience, learning, commitment, etc.

FOCUS
The economy, in the traditional sense of wise
management and distribution of resources.

CORE QUESTION
What resources are we drawing on and how are we
using them?

A HEALTHY ECONOMY
The Economic Foundation focuses on the inputs
required to sustain the health of the collaboration
and the individuals within it. We use the term

Nothing damages relationships more effectively
than unconsciousness around money. Hosting the
economy involves not only practicalities such as
drawing up and overseeing the budget, managing
payments and sending invoices, bookkeeping etc,
but also making sure that needs and expectations
are met and fairness is achieved when it comes to
raising necessary income and distributing surplus (if
any). Whether we like it or not, money is an effective
currency for getting stuff done, ensuring that we
have spaces to meet, food to eat, and materials to
support collaboration and our learning.
We must acknowledge that money can be a
sensitive issue for some, and when hosted carelessly
it can easily become a source of conflict, resentment
and broken trust. When hosted well, it can help
build trust and strengthen relationships within a
team. Working consciously with money involves
transparency, generosity and fairness, rather than the
pattern of secrecy, scarcity and competition that is
all too familiar.

